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WE NEED ARDS BECAUSE:

• ARDS is a real clinical entity with defining 
characteristics and pathology

• The ARDS construct allows us to match therapy 
across a spectrum of disease

• ARDS facilitates research and clinical progress

• ARDS is a defining entity for intensivists
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Acute onset, hypoxemia, low compliance, chest radiographic appearance

Everything we know about the ARDS 

clinical phenotype we learned in 1967



Risk factors

Trauma

Pancreatitis 

Pneumonia including viral

Aspiration

Cardiopulmonary bypass

Fat embolism

Shock

Fluid resuscitation

Everything we know about the ARDS 

clinical phenotype we learned in 1967



Classic pathologic findings including hyaline membranes, progression to fibrosis and “congestive 
atelectasis”

Everything we know about the ARDS 

clinical phenotype we learned in 1967



Oxygenation improvement with PEEP

Everything we know about the ARDS 

clinical phenotype we learned in 1967



Value of inter-disciplinary teams in ICU research

Value of persistence and upselling: rejected at NEJM, JAMA, and American Journal of Surgery

Everything we know about the ARDS 

clinical phenotype we learned in 1967
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Who Cares About ARDS?

Incidence:

• Estimates up to 86 cases/100 000

Prognosis:

• mortality rate 30 - 70% 

• majority of deaths from MODS

• median LOS in survivors is 5 weeks

• reduced HRQL in survivors

ARDS is an important public health problem



Reliable and Valid Definitions are 

ESSENTIAL to Conduct and 

Interpret Clinical Research



Importance to Researchers

Enable epidemiological studies

Facilitate enrolment into clinical trials

Allow comparison between studies

Enhance linkages between clinical and basic science

• Phenotype – Genotype relationship



Importance to Clinicians

Ability to implement results of positive RCTs in clinical 
practice

• Lower Vt for ALI

May also be useful in prognostic discussions with 
patients/families

Epidemiological studies need definitions

• These in turn may be useful in planning resource allocation



The American-European Consensus 

Conference on ARDS
Bernard et al.  AJRCCM 1994; 149:818-24

American-European Consensus (AECC)

• PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 200 *  

• Acute onset

• CXR with bilateral infiltrates

• PAWP ≤ 18 †

*Regardless of PEEP level
†or no clinical evidence of left atrial hypertension





The ARDS Definition Task Force

Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome: 

The Berlin Definition

Published online May 21, 2012

An initiative of

Endorsed by



Conceptual Model of ARDS

Panelists agreed that ARDS is:

• A type of acute, diffuse, inflammatory lung injury

• Leading to increased pulmonary vascular permeability, 
increased lung weight, loss of aerated lung tissue

• Clinical hallmarks are hypoxemia, bilateral opacities, shunt, 
dead space, decreased compliance

• Morphologically – DAD 

Evolutionary not Revolutionary change

• Maintain links to AECC definiton





Berlin Definition of ARDS



Distribution of patients across 

categories of ARDS

ARDS
3670

Mild

Moderate

Severe

22%

50%

28%

27%

Mortality

45%

Mortality

32%

Mortality



ARDS:
10% of ICU Patients

25% of MV Patients

67% of HARF Patients

Only 60% of cases 

recognised by clinicians
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The importance of recognising ARDS



From Ware & Matthay NEJM 2000





FACCT



CD73 – enzyme that give anti-inflammatory adenosine… binds to A2B receptor 
and leads to decreased vascular leak and leukocyte recruitment

28-day mortality:

8% FP-1201

32% Placebo

OR 0.19 (0.03-0.72)

Phase I-II Study – NOT RANDOMIZED



Dose-finding study in 9 ARDS patients No 
treatment related adverse events
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ARDS has led to an explosion of research



clinicaltrials.gov – current ARDS studies

969 Studies
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ARMA & ALVEOLI Trials

Latent Class Modeling 



• Lung-protective ventilation for all… so don’t need to worry 
about recognising ARDS

• Maybe true for lower VT – but what about PEEP, prone, NMB, driving 
pressure, etc?

• ARDS is heterogeneous and the current definition lumps 
disparate patients together

• TRUE – but response should be more research

• By labeling ARDS clinicians may miss underlying cuases

• Seems unlikely – data point to the opposite being true
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1. Emotional/Historical – ‘cure’ physiology first… then disease

2. ARDS is a textbook of intensive care medicine

3. ARDS highlights ’less is more’ philosophy

4. Severe physiological abnormalities stimulated innovative 
therapies – e.g. membrane lung

5. ARDS serves as a model for heterogeneity of treatments 
effect
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